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Toss a coin and take your pick – casinos or cultural experiences? Macau has both in 

spades, but food and culture are your best bet. Walk down narrow cobblestone streets, 

admire Portuguese architecture, eat at Macanese restaurants, visit a Chinese tea house 

and squirm over the live seafood at the Red Market. 

Your best view of the four areas that make up this Special Administrative Region of China is 

from the top of Macau Tower. 

Here, you can see Macau Peninsula, the islands of Taipa and Coloane, and Cotai, which is 5.2 sq 

km of reclaimed land joining the aforementioned islands. 

 

Red Market in Macau. 

 

 

 



TAIPA 

On the island of Taipa you can look across the ecologically sensitive wetland to James Packer 

and Co’s neon-lit City of Dreams or turn back and see another kind of splendour, five jade green 

villas where wealthy Portuguese families lived in the early 20th century. The villas now form the 

Taipa Houses-Museum and highlight the meeting of East and West in architecture and furniture. 

At night, the buildings are bathed in soft light and the absence of the ring-ding of slot machines 

makes it a peaceful place for a stroll. 

Amid Taipa Village’s quaint European-style alleys, colonial architecture and antique street 

lamps, you’ll find award-winning Antonio’s. Flamboyant owner and chef Antonio Coelho has 

your senses travelling to Portugal with decor of traditional tiles and paintings and dishes of 

octopus salad, goat’s cheese with olive oil and honey, and fried pork meat with Portuguese 

sausage in wine and ginger sauce. 

 

Inside the Red Market. 

 

 

 

 



MACAU PENINSULA 

Portugal was more of a buddy than a bully when it came to colonising Macau. The first 

Portuguese traders arrived in the 1550s, built cathedrals, established a printing press and 

constructed a fortress to protect the area against Dutch invasion, but China retained sovereignty 

until 1887 and took it back in 1999. 

As a Special Administrative Region of China, Macau has a similar degree of autonomy to Hong 

Kong. You can get a crash course in local history at the Macau Museum, in the 17th century 

Jesuit-built Mount Fortress. 

Then take a self-guided tour of Macao’s preserved cobblestones and neoclassical buildings, 

which now house high-end fashions. Meander up an alleyway for a Portuguese coffee, either a 

hit-me-hard espresso or milky um galao. Then try some Macanese food at Restaurante Litoral, 

which serves up a blend of southern Chinese and Portuguese cuisines. 

 

Ruins of St Paul’s. Picture: Antonio Leong 

You’ll notice potato is a staple. That’s because it was the only substitute for many vegetables 

traditionally used in Portugal. The caldo verde is a potato-based soup with Chinese broccoli and 

chouriso. The African chicken is a fiery stew of coconut milk, chilli and paprika, served with 

potato and gherkins. 

 



At night, the hotel-casino complexes do their bedazzling best to distract you. The Wynn Hotel 

has a fabulous free water fountain show every 15 minutes. The Grand Lisboa, shaped like a giant 

lotus flower atop an egg to represent good fortune, dominates the cityscape with a kaleidoscope 

of 1.2 million LEDs. It’s kitsch, but hidden within its opulence is one of the finest Chinese 

restaurants, The Eight, which boasts three Michelin stars. 

You can choose from more than 40 kinds of dim sum for lunch or try a signature dish such as 

double-boiled sea whelk, abalone and silky fowl with birch seeds and red dates for dinner. 

The outer layers of the dim sum alternate between silky, fluffy and crispy, while the inner layers 

flood the mouth with flavours of abalone, chicken, asparagus and truffle sauce. 

There’s no gambling with flavour here. 

Long Wa Teahouse. 
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COLOANE 

In a dense, urbanised country of about 600,000 people, the most abundant natural vegetation is 

the pine forest and eucalyptus groves on Coloane. Like Taipa, this is another place you can step 

back in time. The narrow lanes thread through pastel-coloured houses and shops and lead to the 

pretty Chapel of St Francis and a temple commemorating a Taoist god of seafarers, Tam Kung. 

If you have the right shoes you can hike along hill trails or stroll along the waterfront. 

The restaurant scene along the Avenue de Cinco de Outurbo is akin to Australia’s food truck 

parks, with simple seating and tasty food. A stop at Lord Stow’s Bakery for the finest flaky egg 

tarts is obligatory. Miramar, on the waterfront at Hac Sa Beach, is another go-to place for 

Portuguese food. Try chef Rosa’s signature clams in a creamy sauce, bean stew with black pork 

hamand or a tasty lamb stew. 

Banyan Tree Resort Cotai Pool Suite, Macau. 



COTAI 

Cotai is basically a hotel and casino hub. The glittering Galaxy complex houses six hotels, 

including the Banyan Tree Resort. 

The Cotai pool suite, where I stayed, is the size of a small apartment, with an internal 4m pool 

flanked by day beds and a view of mainland China. The kingsize bed, bathroom with double 

shower and giant bathtub, the sensor toilet seat that rises as you approach, and spacious walk-in 

wardrobe all add up to luxury with a capital L. 

The hotel’s day spa also offers an elevated experience. First there is a cup of herbal tea, then a 

“journey” across tinkering water features to a large room where exotic aromas, meditative music 

and a soothing  

foot massage ensure you slip into a state of relaxation for an hour-long body massage. 

Banyan Tree Resort is also a gateway to the Grand Resort Deck, which has a lap pool, wave pool 

and artificial beach, water “rapids” and an adventure zone for children. 

At night, the high-end China Rouge bar is worth a visit – have a cocktail, listen to the band and 

ponder, after a couple of drinks, where on earth you are. It’s all too easy to slip into hyper-reality 

here. 

The writer was a guest of Banyan Tree. 

 

 

Banyan Tree Belon Restaurant. 

 


